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Home Page

The website, Rate My Care, that we have created was established especially for college students. For those who had difficulties finding
healthcare in the best of their interests, this website will make finding the right doctor one less thing to worry about. This website utilizes a
filter system that allows users to easily input their personal data to get most relevant outputs. The filter system allows users to display their
priority concerns, such as costs and locations, to eliminate undesired options. This design was made to provide easy access to healthcare
information in the simplest way possible. Once on the page, the user has the option to make an account or log in to an existing account to save
personal data for future uses. On the website, the user can continue to either Find Healthcare Provider For Me or to Rate My Healthcare
Provider (if logged in). From there, users will be able to access the data of their interests.

Landing Pages (Search Method)

Rate My Care can help you find your optimistic health care
provider. By typing your cost estimate, location, desired service
and so forth. You can find your best health care provider. For
example, you can figure out what kind of insurance plan your
school have, and search health care provider based on
availability of insurance coverage. You can even search health
care provider via price scale. To sum it up, Rate My Care will
ask your cost estimate, location, desired service, school, zip
code, school insurance, insurance plans to figure out best
healthcare provider for you.

Data Page

The data of our website shows healthcare service’s accurate price, location, name, actual physicians, types of services provide, acceptable
insurance plans, physicians’ contact info, and rating from other users. After a user filter data, the website shows healthcare service cost, number
rating, and image. User can save specific health service and compare between clinics by clicking compare button in my profile. Another feature
of Rate My Care is healthcare service rating system. User can find my healthcare provider in my profile page. User and healthcare provider
both can rate each other. Also, users can access comments written by other users.

Data Page (cont.I) – Compare Page

Within this page, the users will be able to access all the preferred healthcare providers’ information that they saved in advance. Among all the
lists, the user would be able to compare numerous factors such as the cost estimation, list of service types, location, rating, and contact
information. Such system would make users to further conveniently compare and choose an appropriate healthcare service within their
personalized lists and help them to navigate back for future needs and searches.

Data Page (cont. II) – Review & Rate your Healthcare Provider Page

The users will arrive at this page when they click on the Rate My Healthcare Provider button on the Homepage, or click on the button to
“create review” on each healthcare provider page. This personal experience opinions and information will help fellow users to collect useful
information that may not have been shared anywhere else.
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